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Here's the

thing:
Our understanding and strategies for 

children's cybersecurity are stuck in the last

decade. Meanwhile, risks are becoming more

and more sophisticated. What's a parent to do?



Long lists of what
not to do...
...which leave a big question mark

over what individuals are expected

to do, what is appropriate and what

is not.

Insufficient
guidance
More often than not, parents are

asked to play social media by ear,

without further input from schools

and other community groups.

Risk online is not
always obvious
Our current strategies don't help us

teach children about having strong

boundaries. This makes us all more

vulnerable to risk online.



We can stop risks

before they spiral

out of control
But in order to do so, we must be willing to

endure discomfort for the sake of

conversation. 



Which parts of social media
are you okay with?

Just because your child wants to be on

social media doesn't mean they want

everything that it has to offer.

What makes you want to be
online?

We all have different reasons for

engaging with social media, so it's

important to find out where everyone

is right now.

Which parts of social media
make you uncomfortable?

Knowing what your child does not like

and does not want to engage with tells

you more than you can imagine about

their own cyber security awareness.

The "Social Media
Talk" Essentials



Some Things to
Remember

Teach them it's okay to block

When someone makes us uncomfortable, it's

okay to block them - even if they are a friend or a

family member. This encourages children to pay

attention to their own instincts and raise

concerns with you early.

Don't dismiss peer pressure

Keeping up with one's friends is a powerful

motivator for children to be online - scoffing at

that reason is not productive.

It's okay not to understand

So long as you can talk about social media and

check in frequently about it, it's okay if you do

not understand the appeal to your child. 

Consider the other adults

If your child interacts with family members and

friends on social media, remember that the

child will take cues from their practices as much

as they do from yours. 



Boundaries are a good
thing

Oftentimes, risk is introduced in the lives of

children because they are taught they need a

reason to cut contact with a connection.

 

That's not true.

 

Being made to feel uncomfortable is reason
enough.



A: "That doesn't give them the right

to be mean. If you don't like to talk to

them, you don't have to."
 

Q: "But what if they're
a friend of a friend?"



A: "That doesn't mean your feelings

are any less valid. You deserve to

say "no" and you deserve for your

friends to respect that."
 

Q: "But what if they
are very popular?"



A: "If Mum and Dad's friend has a

problem, then they should talk to Mum

and Dad about it. Managing adult conflict

is not your responsibility and it's not fair

for them to make it so."
 

Q: "But what if they're a
friend of Mum and Dad?"



Remember to keep
talking to each

other
Check-ins are good for you

Before

going on

social media

"What are we

okay with, and

what do we do if

we are not

comfortable?

Check-in

No1

"Are we all still

having fun?"

Check-in

No2

"If we are not

having fun,

what shall we

do about it?"



What to do if your child
says they are not happy

online?

Plan together

Ask them what their ideal

outcome would be. They may just

want to take a break from the

friend; they may want to take a

break from social media

altogether.

Validate their feelings

It takes courage to admit you're

struggling. Comfort them and

remind them they did the right

thing to come to you. 

Inquire about the

situation

Judgement is not productive, but

asking questions about what

brought this on gives you both

valuable information. 



Listen and Explain
Ultimately, you are the parent and

the final decision is yours. But

taking the child's opinion into

account and getting their "yes"

on a course of action sends a

powerful message.



Want to learn

more? 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/social-media-and-

children-a-workshop-for-empowering-families-

tickets-86664695437

Join us on our next workshop
at LORIC


